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With the movement of the American Health Care System in the direction of Managed Care, there has been a strong push toward empirically supported therapies. Such a push has led anxiety researchers and clinicians to ponder the general state of the field and to conclude that, despite the development of efficacious therapies for anxiety, a number of large issues related to theory, basic science, public policy, therapy research, clinical training, and practice remain unresolved. The following transcript represents a discussion between eminent persons in the field of anxiety disorders about their ideas and opinions as they relate to some of these larger issues. Five people who are renowned anxiety-disorders experts were each invited to participate in an interactive roundtable discussion held at the 1998 Annual Meeting of the Society for Psychotherapy Research (SPR). Each participant was asked to be responsible for a separate dimension of this discussion, which was moderated by Michelle G. Newman from The Pennsylvania State University. The panel members included: Dr. Richard J. McNally from Harvard University, who addressed anxiety theory; Dr. Michael J. Kozak from the Medical College of Pennsylvania and Hahnemann University, who spoke about basic science; Dr. C. Barr Taylor from Stanford University discussed clinical training and practice; Dr. Debra A. Hope from University of Nebraska discussed psychotherapy outcome and process; and Dr. Thomas D. Borkovec from The Pennsylvania State University focused on public policy. Though each panel member was asked to take primary responsibility to discuss one of these perspectives, each of them is an expert in most of the dimensions that were covered. Therefore, all panel members had the opportunity to add input as it pertained to each dimension or to respond to the speaker. michelle newman: I will direct my first question to Dr. McNally. What, in your opinion, are the current theories of anxiety that are most likely to stand the test of time (What models and/or authors will we still be talking about in 50 or 100 years from now?) richard mcnally: Predictions are always difficult, especially those about the future. However, with that caveat in mind, I think that we will always find primacy and recency effects with authors. Theorists from the heroic age, such as Freud and Wolpe, will always be cited in textbooks, as will the most influential theorists alive 100 years from now. But most others from the intervening period will have been swallowed up in the maw of time, so to speak. In terms of theories, one would hope that progress would render most current ones obsolete. What will replace them is hard to say. I suspect that there are some theories, broadly defined, that will always be with us. There will always be a folk psychology, cast in terms of beliefs and desires, at least in terms of psychotherapy. Certainly, it is very difficult to talk about people and not talk about their beliefs, desires, fears, and so forth. So I think some predictions in philosophy of mind and cognitive science, from an eliminative materialism viewpoint, that folk psychology will disappear are wrong. I think I will open this up to the other panelists here. But I think that most of our current theories will be gone in 100 years. barr taylor: One of the things that I think is interesting is the new pharmacologic agents. There are now drugs being developed that are specific to almost every brain receptor, and I wouldn’t be surprised if in the next ten to twenty years we are confronted with the real possibility of people having no anxiety. I asked my medical students if they could have no anxiety, would they not have anxiety, and some of them said yes. However, most of them said, “No, I prefer to live with a little bit of anxiety.” I think we’ll be really having to reconceptualize things once we have pharmacologic agents that may have effects on specific receptor systems that effect anxiety.
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tom borkovec: That really excites me in terms of mind-body relationships. If there are specific causes and effects emerging from knowledge in that domain, for me the challenge is to determine their psychological correlates. It will be exciting to try to determine what are the cause and effect relationships such that psychotherapy can benefit from that kind of basic knowledge in terms of how we might be able to have the same kinds of effects on our side as those that are chemically induced. audience: Tom, it seems as though you are contradicting what Barr Taylor says about anxiety. I heard him saying that there is going to be no psychotherapy in 20 years. As neuroscience develops to the level that we are going to be able to target neurotransmitters to eliminate anxiety with the pharmacological agents, why will we need the psychological correlates if things do advance the way he is proposing? barr taylor: I think that’s one of the implications of what I was saying. I actually don’t think it will happen quite in that direction because I am not so sure that people will want to live in anxious-free states even if we could have the magical drugs that don’t have any side effects. audience: Isn’t that a matter of the dose? I mean, so we learn to titrate the medication level so we will have a little anxiety rather than no anxiety. barr taylor: Yeah, it’s quite possible, but before all of us give up our day jobs, I think it won’t happen until we are all ready to retire, but it may very well happen in the future. tom borkovec: I’ll admit to being terrified at the prospect that chemical agents actually will be the solution to anxiety. That is why my preference has been to look at what is coming out of psychopharmacology and biological research in terms of what metaphor it represents for our possible psychological understanding. Psychological and pharmacological processes cannot be different at some level of analysis, and I would hope that in the future, anxiety theory doesn’t have these distinctions, but rather has an integrated perspective that reflects things like self similarity (i.e., identical process irrespective of point of view or level of process). So I think these two sides contribute to each other in terms of identifying the metaphor that is conveyed about the partial truths about anxiety reflected in each of these two approaches. richard mcnally: If I can speak to the original question in terms of important theories related to mechanisms of change, I suspect that a “levels-of-analysis” approach will eventually prevail as the overarching model that will guide the conceptualization of psychopathology and its treatment. The experimental psychologist, David Marr, (1988) outlined this approach in his great book, Vision. Marr argued that explanation in psychology entails three levels of analysis: the task description level, the computational level, and the implementational level. He, of course, was interested in visual perception, but the approach applies to panic disorder and other syndromes as well. The task description level characterizes what the system (e.g., visual system, panic system) accomplishes; the computational level specifies the information-processing mechanisms that carry out the task, and the implementational level specifies how the system is instantiated in the brain. With regard to psychopathology, dysfunction needs to be elucidated across levels. For example, panic attacks may arise from aberrant processing of information about bodily sensations—a dysfunction characterized computationally, and derangement in a suffocation alarm system—a dysfunction characterized at the implementational level. I do not think that we will see psychological theories “reduced” to biological ones, just as I doubt that we will see biological ones “reduced” to quantum mechanics. Finally, some folks have suggested that the incredibly popular evolutionary psychology approach will ground our theories of psychopathology. I think this is wholly mistaken, for reasons outlined by Noam Chomsky and Richard Lewontin (but too complicated to describe here).
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michelle newman: Actually, if I can summarize what was said, it sounds like one of the themes that we discussed most recently was to develop a theory that represents the interaction of the mind and body. Also, Rich mentioned using a “levels-of-analysis” approach to determine mechanisms of change. But maybe I could move to Dr. Kozak and ask you about how you think basic science research can influence the development of new intervention methods for anxiety or the prescription of specific forms of therapeutic interventions for particular clients? michael kozak: My first reaction to this question when you proposed it to me was that things don’t really work that way. That is because basic science is rather independent of applications. It is pursued for reasons other than the application to practical problems. The more remote a basic science endeavor is from an applied work, the more difficulty there is relating the concepts of the one area to the other. It generally doesn’t seem to happen very much. So a quick answer is that basic science will influence the development of new interventions for anxiety rather serendipitously. Further consideration reveals that one can take a broad view of what constitutes basic science. For me, basic science involves the study of very fundamental processes that are not a related a priori to applied situations. However, others might think of basic science in a somewhat different way. For example, experimental laboratory science could be considered basic science because it often does not have immediate applications. An example of this sort of “basic” science might be experimental psychopathology research done in a laboratory. Even though such work might involve clinical disorders and be done with patients, it can be viewed in contrast to treatment outcome research done in a clinic. Assuming this more inclusive notion of basic science, one can see how basic research can inform what happens in treatment. Experimental psychopathology research, which may seem to have some less remote applications than more basic work in such areas as learning, perception, motivation, etc., can be informed by the more basic research. An example of how this has happened in psychotherapy research might be treatment for blood-injury anxiety. A very basic kind of research might be in the area of the physiological mechanisms of fainting: drops in cardiac output and blood pressure. Researchers who developed our understanding of the basic mechanism probably did not anticipate how this would influence treatment for mutilation fears. Somewhat less basic, but still not intervention research, are the psychopathological studies of the nature of anxiety, which began to discriminate patterns of function in different kinds of anxiety. This type of research led to the recognition that blood-injury fear can be distinguished from other phobias, like social anxiety fear and small animal phobia, in part by its physiology. The development of a treatment for blood-injury fear was guided by knowledge of its distinctive physiology, as well as by knowledge of physiological mechanisms of syncope. In other words, it helps to know not only that blood-injury fear is characterized by bradycardia and blood pressure decrease, and often fainting, and also to know the role of blood pressure and the venous pump in fainting in order to hypothesize that muscle tensing, instead of relaxing, might be an especially appropriate intervention when a blood phobic confronts a bloody stimulus. That kind of pathway from basic research to treatment intervention typically happens serendipitously, without a systematic plan to develop the basic knowledge that will be needed for a particular practical application. However, there is often an implicit assumption and hope that a particular area of basic research has potential practical import, even though such applications are not inherent in the basic work. richard mcnally: Well, this occurs in many areas of science, not just in psychology. Consider the basic science funded in the wake of Sputnik; there was almost always
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some applied concern in the background. And to do basic science research, many scientists must make an appeal to potential application to get funded. My colleagues who do basic work in vision science used to get a lot of money from the Air Force, but now this source has dried up quite a bit thanks to the end of the Cold War. Experimental psychopathologists doing basic work need to provide a promissory note that their work will later yield applied dividends. debra hope: I think what often happens is that we write grants for applied work, and then we do some basic science, or at least some experimental psychopathology, with those folks who are already coming in for treatment studies. I think it often works the other way in the more practical sense. michael kozak: That’s because the interests of basic scientists are not really in applied work. Of course, that is why their research is considered “basic.” Their interests are in theory development for their area of concentration. For example, in biology, a person who is working on ion transport in the mitochondria may devote his or her research life to this question. It is generally up to other researchers to make use of the ensuing knowledge to a disease process, or to make use of it in developing a treatment for a particular disease. tom borkovec: There are probably two levels to this. One has to do with the existence of basic researchers who feel no interest at all in potential application. But then there are those of us who are doing psychotherapy research or psychopathology research. The question for us becomes, “How can we maximize the amount of knowledge that ultimately is going to produce the by-products that are going to result in effective treatments?” That is what leads me to think about integration of the different perspectives. We have too many polarities in our field. We have polarities now structurally existing within NIMH (National Institute of Mental Health) in terms of mechanism versus intervention, as opposed to working on the question of how we integrate the basic and applied domains? For example, I need to determine how I can bring cognitive psychologists and psychophysiologists into my clinical psychopathology therapy research. And even the choice of designs that I use in intervention research is made from the point of view of pursuing what basic knowledge I can acquire while conducting the efficacy research. That is, what will the comparison conditions from research designs tell me about the nature of the psychological problem and the nature of the mechanisms of change? My thing for today is going to be how do we integrate this stuff at both practical level and conceptual level. richard mcnally: I’ll just make one other point. Some of the basic knowledge of human brain function came from people with damaged brains. So some of the applied work has in fact provided basic knowledge as well. It is a two-way street. michelle newman: So just to summarize it sounds like we are talking about integrating basic and applied research. Whereas there are many instances when basic work has informed applied work and applied work has informed basic work, we need to find ways to do this more. I want to direct the next question to Debra Hope. In your opinion, what are some of the most interesting recent findings in therapy process and/or outcome for anxiety? debra hope: My reaction when I saw this question, as with the other ones, was, “Wow!” I could spend a week on this! I’m sure other panel members had that reaction to their questions, too. In attempting to answer it, my approach was to think about some interesting points to raise, and we could certainly argue that there might be other key findings in recent years. Two things really struck me as interesting. One of the things I did was to go through the last couple of years of Journal of Anxiety Disorders and Behaviour Research & Therapy and just tried to see what emerged
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there. One type of study that I saw several times examined personality traits or personality disorders as they relate to the outcome in anxiety disorders research. There were a number of studies like this from folks in Norway, as well as Dianne Chambless’s group with social phobia. It seemed, at least in these recent studies, that personality traits or diagnoses did not predict treatment outcome. I think this finding is contrary to what most of us learned in clinical training. The other interesting piece was that frequently, whatever their personality measure was, it reflected improvement in response to the cognitive-behavioral treatments, which is another thing we might not expect. So the commonly used distinction between Axis I and Axis II, or symptoms and traits, is not so clear cut. I think we’ve got some work to do there to sort out what the distinction is. There is probably still something there—I suspect there are some types of longstanding traits or behavior patterns that people have that probably do impact treatment—but these findings in recent research struck me as somewhat surprising. The other recent interesting finding, that I don’t think is published yet, was presented at the anxiety disorders meeting earlier this spring; David Barlow, Kathy Shear, Scott Woods, and Jack Gorman presented the initial findings from the paniccontrol therapy versus imipramine multicenter study that they’ve been running. Rich was the discussant on that so he can talk about the details far more than I can, I’m sure. This study compared Barlow’s panic-control treatment to imipramine. It also included combined treatment conditions of imipramine plus panic-control treatment versus placebo plus panic-control treatment. The main finding that I thought was fascinating was that there was no difference between the two combined treatments. The finding suggested that the active medication did not improve upon the placebo medication when combined with the panic-control therapy. I think that raises a lot of questions. It goes back to the first question about what we think is going on with the pharmacological intervention. In contrast to the sort of belief that eventually biology is going to overcome psychological intervention, I suspect that at some point when we really understand the brain functioning, part of what we’re going to understand is that it is highly influenced by environmental and behavioral variables. The outcome of the multicenter trial raised that issue to me. What is really going on in the pharmacological intervention and how much of it is psychological versus pharmacological intervention? barr taylor: I agree with Deb that this is a tremendously important, definitive study. The question is however: What will be the impact of this study? How will it change treatment? I will get back to this issue in later comments. The work that Tom Borkovec and Michelle Newman and others have been doing in terms of developing treatments for more difficult-to-treat problems—the mixed anxiety disorders perhaps with comorbid conditions—and showing some sensational outcomes is another important evolution in this field because many of us have focused more on the specific disorders like panic or social phobia or simple phobias, and here these guys have plowed away in disorders that I think are much more relevant to what clinicians see in their offices. So I think this body of work has also made a substantial contribution in the last few years. richard mcnally: I have one addendum: In the Barlow et al. study, they did tolerate a substantial amount of comorbidity. They were not just pure panic patients. Only psychotic conditions, active alcoholism, and suicidality were excluded. They treated the types of people with panic disorder typically seen in clinics. michael kozak: I think there is a type of study that is going to be increasingly important. That is a comparison of different treatments done by experts in those treatments.
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I think this type of arrangement has important political implications. If a pharmacotherapist doing a pharmacotherapy/psychotherapy comparison finds pharmacotherapy superior, that finding is liable to be discounted by psychotherapists on grounds that the pharmacotherapist researcher may not have been sufficiently expert in the psychotherapy or perhaps had some bias in favor of the pharmacotherapy. Similarly, if a psychotherapist does a psychotherapy study and gets a superior outcome to pharmacotherapy, that may be discounted by pharmacotherapists for analogous reasons. Whereas if experts in both types of intervention collaborate in a way that promotes quality within the application of those interventions, then there is a credibility attendant to the findings that I think can be influential beyond what has often been achieved with studies that were not done with that sort of collaboration. There are a number of those going on in the area of anxiety disorders. NIMH seems inclined to fund them, and they yield different types of findings. Sometimes they find, for example, that the psychosocial treatment is superior to the pharmacotherapy and sometimes they find the opposite. Also pharmacotherapy/psychotherapy combination treatments are sometimes evaluated as well. The issue of scientific credibility can be especially important when it comes to whether findings will be accommodated in the work of practitioners. richard mcnally: The probative import of those studies is great. I should also mention that the Barlow et al. study included a “psychosocial treatment plus pill placebo” condition, the first time it has been done in the anxiety disorders, I believe. Typically, inferences about combination treatments have merely involved comparisons between psychosocial treatment plus drug versus each individual treatment alone rather than comparisons involving psychosocial treatment plus pill placebo. The latter is a crucial condition, and I think we’ll be seeing more research including it in the future. tom borkovec: We’re beginning to touch on some of the NIMH policy missions and its trends. I do think something good is happening in encouragement to relax inclusion criteria in carefully controlled trials. It can increase the potential generality to the complexity of the cases that are being seen. I think that is very good. On the other hand, once again I’m feeling very lonely in this group because I really disagree with the importance of the studies that you are describing using the horse-race mentality that has been part of the NIMH approach. For very complex reasons, I think there is very little we can conclude from those types of studies, including and especially studies in which experts are administering their own techniques. I realize that those studies are attempting to equate for quality, which is essential for internal validity, but you have created a threat to the internal validity on the basis of the therapist characteristics. michael kozak: Tom, can I ask what is the “very little” that you think we can conclude from those studies? michelle newman: As long as we’re on the topic of NIMH, Tom, maybe you could speak further to how you think federal-funding policies may have helped and how they have hurt the progress of acquisition of knowledge in psychotherapy for anxiety? tom borkovec: Well, my first reaction to the question was that the way in which they have helped is that they funded Michelle Newman, Louis Castonguay, and me recently. Thank you, NIMH! Also, the NIMH portfolio has put a great deal of money into anxiety. It is second only to depression. NIMH is funding several of the major approaches to the anxiety disorders. Much of the research has been theory driven from the committees’ viewpoint, which I think is very good, and I hope that this orientation will continue within NIMH. We need to keep thinking about how to integrate basic and applied research within NIMH. On the other hand, there are some
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real major unknowns as NIMH becomes incorporated into NIH, including the composition of the study sections. One significant example is that there is going to be a further separation within the organization between intervention research and basic behavioral sciences or mechanism research. So organizationally there is a bit of a pull away from what many of us have felt is very important in psychotherapy research, the mechanism-oriented research in intervention studies where we seek to learn about the nature of human beings. When Michael talks about basic scientists, I am interested in their research because they are telling me about the nature of human beings. When I talk to people doing experimental psychopathology, I am interested in what their results say about the nature of human beings. When people talk about mechanisms of change in psychotherapy, the level at which I think it is useful for us to move for these types of integration is in seeking answers to the question, “What does it mean for the human being?” So I worry somewhat about NIMH organization and what is going to come of study section composition in the review of research. I also worry about what the dynamics are going to be of that composition that are going to facilitate what I think are the most productive policies for that research, i.e., how to understand human nature in the context of psychopathology and psychotherapy change process. But I fear how much the study sections or organization of NIMH may actually pull us away from that goal in response to the internal and external pressures to produce evidence of effectiveness and efficacy for what we do. A lot of money will be going into effectiveness research in the naturalistic study out of NIMH. They said anxiety is particularly good for that because there is so little being done in that setting. We have such strong efficacy evidence for various techniques, but so little being done with effectiveness—applications to the real clinical setting. On the other hand, committee members, past and present, report real fears about whether we are going to have more poorly designed studies. Similarly, there is a concern that we are going to lose a focus on mechanism and understanding with a push toward effectiveness research. I am particularly concerned with the comparative outcome investigation, e.g., interpersonal therapy versus cognitive-behavioral therapy. I don’t think we can conclude anything for either applied or basic knowledge purposes from those kinds of studies. When you examine Imipramine versus panic-control therapy versus the combination, I don’t think we acquire very much knowledge in and of itself from that design. And I don’t think we find very much of long-term significance at the applied level from such a study. barr taylor: I disagree. I am pleased with this direction toward effectiveness research. Guidelines for empirically supported therapies can facilitate dissemination, but I worry that guidelines, which are derived from research on narrowly defined populations, may not apply to the types of patients seen in clinical practice. I often hear what Dr. Kozak alluded to—that clinicians don’t feel that patients studied in carefully controlled studies represent the patients they see in practice. There are other issues. We have developed very effective treatments for anxiety disorders. Yet what do we know about the effectiveness of our research-derived interventions as applied to minority populations, to non-Caucasian populations or as used by therapists not trained in cognitive-behavior therapy? I have come to believe in population-based psychotherapy that examines the application of therapy to a population at risk. We have tremendous epidemiological and risk-factor data on anxiety disorders, but we have not matched our treatments with these findings. We have good efficacy and mechanism data but we have little research information on effectiveness, generalization, and dissemination. Why develop treatments if no one uses them?
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michelle newman: Actually that response moves into my next question, so maybe I can ask you what suggestions you would make as to how clinicians might benefit from basic and applied research and how researchers might do a better job in speaking to clinicians? barr taylor: As researchers we don’t have a clear idea of who the therapist actually sees in practice and how clinicians practice therapy. As researchers we have been arrogant in saying, for instance, that the therapist must follow the CBT model or some other empirical model, and if the practitioner follows some other approach, there is something wrong with them. This attitude may have cut off the constituency we should, as researchers, be listening to and trying to reach. As researchers, we expect therapists to do CBT or other empirically based therapies as we have described them, rather than trying to determine how our therapies can be integrated into what clinicians actually do. Most therapists practice eclectic therapy. We need to market our work better to therapists and to consider how to make the practice of our therapies more interesting. Researchers want therapists to adopt therapies based on proven efficacy. Yet efficacy is not, for most therapists, an important issue in determining what therapies they plan to use. A therapist makes a decision to adopt or practice a therapy based on reimbursement, the population they serve, their available time, what approach they find most interesting or entertaining, and a whole set of factors other than whether or not the patient is going to get better. I think we need to consider the population of patients who need treatment. We have wonderful treatments that would help many individuals, but it is not clear that such treatments are widely used or that most people who might benefit from them actually receive them. So part of the answer is for researchers to work more closely with practitioners to ensure that the treatments we study are relevant to the population they would help and for researchers to consider cost effectiveness and other issues related to managed care. michelle newman: I wonder if anyone else has any thoughts about how clinicians might better benefit from basic and applied research? debra hope: I just want to say that I agree with what Barr said about the personal entertainment part of psychotherapy. I think this issue is something that we don’t want to think about and that we’re a little embarrassed about perhaps. However, most people become psychotherapists because of some reinforcement value that it has for them. I have noticed, just working with the doctoral students, that they’ll do the protocol treatments and take people through the programs but then pretty soon they say, “I want other cases,” “I want to do what I want,” “I want to do this more creative stuff.” While for me, perhaps I might say, “Well, you can do these things within the protocol.” There is a difference there and there is some enjoyment that I think therapists often get from exploring these broader themes that aren’t really part of our protocol treatments. tom borkovec: I think there is actually a great deal of brightness in our future with regard to a very fundamental issue here. I am optimistic about the extent to which clinicians can begin contributing to the research process, as well as the extent to which clinical researchers can be working with clinicians to identify and pursue in rigorous ways meaningful and basic scientific questions. So, I agree, let’s put lots of money into effectiveness research. I’ll try to nudge it in the direction of incorporating lots of clinician involvement because there is a real danger of the researcher dominating the situation. But there’s a lot of energy for this collaborative effort among clinicians. We know this for sure in Pennsylvania where Michelle Newman and Louis Castonguay and many of us have been organizing a Practice Research Network. We know the extent to which clinicians are anxious to get involved in
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research, partly because they see the writing on the wall and are committed to show the effectiveness of what they do. However, it is partly because many discover they are reestablishing their roots in their graduate education as scientist practitioners. So I think in response to that, what we can see evolving is a situation where we encourage basic researchers to relate to applied issues and applied researchers and clinicians to relate to the basic knowledge issues. In this way, we can begin bringing these groups together more and more. One final example: The Department of Psychology at Penn State University is committing itself in its five-year strategic plan to integrate basic and applied research within the department. The goal is increased collaboration between different domains of psychology vis a vis important issues. The important thing is that we can be working on both sides, with practitioners conducting research for effectiveness purposes with a focus also on basic knowledge. At the same time, basic researchers can work with us and teach us more about the nature of the people that we’re working with, to inform us about individual characteristics of clients, predictors of outcome, etc. michelle newman: Okay, maybe we can move to a different issue. I’d like to ask Rich, in your view, how has theory guided (or failed to guide) empirical research and practice? richard mcnally: I think in anxiety disorders many of the achievements have in fact been theory driven. Starting with Wolpe’s work with his cats, and Victor Meyer’s work on exposure and response prevention, all of this was based on basic science research on animal learning and conditioning. More recently, David Clark’s work on cognitive treatment of panic was also derived from a theory about what’s aberrant in panic disorder. To be sure, it isn’t information-processing psychology, but it’s a wellworked-out theory nevertheless. So I think that in terms of the development of effective psychotherapies for anxiety disorders, I think that theory has figured very prominently in fostering the development of effective therapies. Michael Kozak also mentioned the treatment of blood phobia, one I hadn’t thought about until he had cited it. Again, it was an understanding of the physiology of syncope that directly inspired a treatment for blood phobia that was different from what people had previously tried with this phobia. Now, having said that, the interesting thing is that we may have theories that foster effective therapies, but the theory turns out to be wrong. In other words, the theories may be therapeutically helpful and heuristic but still be incorrect. For example, it was very clear in Wolpe’s early work and in Meyer’s work on obsessivecompulsive disorder that these people believed that Pavlovian conditioning figured very prominently in the origins of pathological fears, and that is, to say the least, a disputed point today (that these fears arose from Pavlovian conditioning process). However, even if pathological fears do not arise from Pavlovian conditioning, the treatments inspired by the incorrect theory turned out to be powerful. And this is not the only time this has happened. If you consider, say, chemistry in 18th Century Europe, you find some very strange theories that were still very useful in yielding benefits for industry throughout the continent. So theories can be wrong but still useful. michael kozak: I can think of a couple of ways in which theory has not guided treatment. One is an extension of what Rich was saying about cognitive theory. It seems that there is a vast literature on cognitive psychology, and yet cognitive therapy seems much more based on folk theory rather than on the experimental science. So there’s an example in which there might be a lot more room for cognitive therapy to
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be informed by experimental and cognitive psychology. Another example of the way theory has not guided treatment is treatment development by taking a technique that works with one problem and then just applying it to another problem. Often, the direction of outcome research is guided by some success in another area. This kind of approach is less theoretically driven than practically driven. An example might be the unresolved grief work where exposure techniques that were found helpful with PTSD are being applied to grief. This is not necessarily a bad thing; it’s just not very theoretically driven. It is driven more by observations of the practical success of the technique in a different area. tom borkovec: The history of medicine has also had that feature to it as well, and that may be changing also. Significant medical breakthroughs occur weekly on my news channel, and they are clearly grounded in basic research on the identification of mechanisms of things like cell function and how that relates to what treatment intervention might be effectively used. So it may be that both medicine and psychology are becoming increasingly theory driven, hopefully, and that will lead to significant suggestions for intervention. It may not always be directly or ultimately derived from that theory, the theory may have been incorrect, but the process itself may pay off. It also made me think about developmental theory in cognitive-therapy outcome. I often wonder, since I don’t know anything about cognitive development, whether these people know something about how I might do cognitive therapy in a way that is sensitive to what is known about stages of cognitive development applied locally to helping clients change their belief systems. I mean, we want to take it from A to Z, from inaccurate to accurate, but we do so currently without any recognition that cognitive change has a particular sequence of change that is already reflected in Piagetian or other developmental theory about the nature of cognitive emotional change. We haven’t benefited at all from looking at those possibilities. barr taylor: Biological developmental theory has produced some interesting findings relevant to treatment. Severe childhood trauma may impede exposure later on in life perhaps due to an impact of that trauma on brain development. richard mcnally: To comment on Barr’s comment: I would be wary of interpreting neurocognitive abnormalities as consequences of PTSD. For example, our research findings suggest that these may be risk factors for PTSD (Macklin et al., 1998). michelle newman: I’d like to ask Michael Kozak, what do you think are the strengths and limitations of basic research as an avenue of inquiry for the psychotherapy researcher? michael kozak: I think the strengths are really found in the strengths of science as an epistemological discipline. So called “basic research” is at once scientific research. If you think of science as a powerful way to knowledge, well then, it is self evident that this is an extremely important strength. There are also certain weaknesses. One problem with basic research as a pathway to applied research is the great volume of basic research. In addition to the sheer volume, it is difficult for a researcher in one area, say, an applications researcher, to have sufficient expertise in the basic area to evaluate the mass of available basic work. So there is a problem of identifying what is important, that is, of becoming aware of issues and questions in a basic area which are related to the applied area. I think that is really daunting and it is a very serious problem. When I think of my earlier background in psychophysiological methods and my more recent focus on treatment outcome research, I realize that despite my experience with psychophysiology, I am getting rusty in that area, so that my knowledge and expertise in the basic psychophysiology literature has deteriorated. And that is just one area of basic research, so I think the general problem to be a substantial difficulty.
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You can see the related problems of volume and requisite expertise even if you don’t look at basic research but applied research. Just evaluating the results of randomized controlled trials can be challenging. It requires substantial methodological sophistication to think about the outcome literature critically and to know what you can and can’t infer from such research. So, in sum, the strengths of relying on basic research to inform clinical applications are the strengths of science itself, and the weaknesses are the volume and requisite expertise to interpret that volume critically. You have to select, but how do you select? Where do you put your time? richard mcnally: A couple of years before he died of cancer, Thomas Kuhn gave a very interesting lecture on what he called “speciation” in science. What he meant was that in any evolving cultural practice, including science, speciation or branching occurs so that the farther you go out onto these branches, it becomes increasingly difficult to grasp what is happening on other branches. As speciation continues, people on distant branches scarcely understand one another even though they are nominally in the “same” field. As an example, Kuhn cited Physical Review, which has now subdivided into four different journals. He suggested that nowadays people in physics have problems reading physics journals that are not in their area, let alone know how to evaluate what’s in them. So, as our field progresses, it is likely that speciation will occur in psychology, and the same communication problems will arise as unintended consequences of specialization and progress. So the only way to counteract it is to collaborate, enabling experts in different domains to cover different parts of the terrain. Nobody is going to be able to master it all. barr taylor: I marvel at how physicists continue to synthesize information and try to provide definitive answers to questions. I think anxiety research might proceed a lot quicker in the next ten to twenty years if we took more of the physicist’s model. Kuhn points to the difficulty of speciation within physics but in which there is some constituency that says, “Well what are the things that we have answered and what do we need to answer, how do we answer those questions and how do we move on?” It wouldn’t be all that difficult to do that. All of us here are socialized not to engage in that process but to do, in many ways, something that is quite the opposite, which is to find the area that needs to be worked out relative to our own particular needs, interests, funding, availability, and so forth. What gets lost is a synthetic science rather than an evolutionary chaotic science, which is pretty much what we are in. michelle newman: As long as you are speaking, Barr, maybe we can move to a slightly different topic, which is, as a clinician, how much has your practice influenced your research and your clinical training? barr taylor: Unfortunately, I would say that my practice has had little influence on my research. I would like to think, conversely, that our research in the clinic has influenced practice. Bruce Arnow, Stewart Agras, and I, who led the Stanford Department of Psychiatry’s psychosocial clinic, encourage the use of empirically based treatment. However, in reality, as best I can tell, most of our therapists follow eclectic, synthetic therapy models. Why this disconnect? To try to answer this question and to bring research and practice together, we might institute routine baseline and follow-up assessment, including diagnostic assessment, which would help us get a better idea of who we are treating and what happens to them. We might institute manualized treatment and stepped care models and determine what happens to the population of patients we serve when we provide therapy this way. It is ironic that so few of our patients receive empirical treatments, given the fact that the study of such treatments is such a big focus of our research.
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michelle newman: I wonder if anybody has had the experience that their clinical practice has influenced their research? michael kozak: I would say that my practice has influenced my research. At our clinical research center in Philadelphia, the clinical researchers do perhaps fifteen to twenty hours of clinical contact each week, week in and week out. So the clinicians are also researchers in our group and vice versa and the questions that come up as targets for research come out of clinical experience. Let me give you an example. In obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD), there have been clinical observations of patients’ poor insight into the unreasonableness or obsessiveness of their symptoms. There is some question about whether those with poor insight do better or worse in therapy. We know that we do very well in therapy with OCD folks, but that 25% of them don’t get better and that is what our research is about. Our research is about how to identify who the nonresponders are and how to develop procedures to help them profit from treatment. Both the general research thrust of developing better treatment for nonresponders and the idea of examining the potential involvement of poor insight in nonresponding come directly out of our clinical experience. I think this relationship also holds in other areas of anxiety that we work on, not just with OCD. tom borkovec: We’ve had exactly the same experience. In protocol treatment with generalized anxiety disorder, we know good and bad outcomes are occurring, and we know what kind of struggles we’ve been having with our clients who are not responsive. We identified quite early on, when attempting to look at behavioral and cognitive elements in our package, that there was a small group of people who simply did not respond to any of these components. The kind of theme they gave us clinically was, “I’m anxious and worried all the time because people keep messing with me, and if they would just leave me alone, I wouldn’t have all of this anxiety and worry.” So this group was in no position to question their belief system and to come up with new ways to look at things. They weren’t going to go through all the effort to learn new relaxation techniques. They wanted the therapists to somehow magically get rid of all these people that were causing the problem. So we had to find a measurement device to document this. Then Aaron Pincus comes to Penn State and says, “Use Horowitz’s ‘Inventory of Interpersonal Problems’,” and lo and behold, here is the “dominant-hostile group.” In fact, it predicts long-term outcome. And that leads us now to look at the impact of interpersonal therapy in combination with CBT, predicting that we have a cause-and-effect relationship here. But this grew out of our clinical experience in the context of protocol treatment, not out of anything with regard to the original scientific mission. barr taylor: Information on treatment failure has definitely influenced our research, but that is research influencing research rather than clinical practice. Most of our patients seem to get better, but we don’t have long-term outcome. We could be fooling ourselves. I don’t think there are many large clinical groups in this group that actually have a database to observe the course of patients they treat. It would be exciting to get our clinicians more involved in such outcome research. Of course we don’t always want to know how well our treatment works. Clinicians are undoubtedly suspicious about such outcome data. We need to do a better job of incorporating them into our hypothesis building and general research planning. debra hope: A potentially influential source of research questions that people don’t really talk about is teaching. The bulk of my teaching is either practicum or classroom teaching of psychotherapy where students regularly raise uncomfortable questions. “So why do you do ‘x’ in this case?” Whatever “x” is, I find very often that my
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answer is, “I don’t know; that is just the way we’ve always done it. I don’t know if you have to do that.” This sort of interaction has often prompted me to do research on topics such as how homework compliance really relates to outcome, rather than relying on the folklore that it is very important. It turns out that there is not as much research out there as you would think about things like that. So, in some ways, training issues highlight what I know and don’t know as a practitioner because it makes me try to figure out what are the crucial elements in psychotherapy and also encourages me to address the “why questions” from my students. richard mcnally: If I could just add very quickly: My experience is very similar to Michael Kozak’s. For example, studies I have been conducting on obsessivecompulsive disorder were directly inspired by my clinical experience treating people with this disorder. With regard to OCD checking, studies have been designed to identify where in the system these dysfunctions are occurring and whether it is source monitoring, reality monitoring, or defective inhibition. So the clinical observations suggest that there are problems in inhibition somewhere and then we draw upon cognitive psychology methods to enable us to test these sorts of hypotheses. For example, we tested whether deficits in reality monitoring undergird repetitive checking. It turns out that doesn’t seem to be the case; the problem lies elsewhere. But here is a case where clinical practice informs the types of experiments that can elucidate the psychopathology that underlies the clinical observations that one has made in the first place. tom borkovec: This reminds me of a comment by Barry Lebowitz at NIMH when I asked him some of these questions. He felt that this movement toward naturalistic effectiveness research was an ideal circumstance for process research in particular. So then I think about the opportunity for having audiotapes and videotapes from a large number of therapists and large and diverse clientele and the ability to do process research (partly even to define what it is that clinicians are doing). What are they doing to make an impact? And what are the questions that can emerge from listening to these tapes that can bear on issues of theory, mechanism of change, and outcome? So it is a potential golden opportunity for deriving clinically significant questions because it is coming from the actual description of what is going on in private practice. michelle newman: Maybe this is a good time to talk about outcome research. Deb, based on your understanding of the outcome literature, what would you say are the strengths and limitations of the major forms of psychotherapy for anxiety disorders? debra hope: Another one of those huge questions. Well, in terms of strengths, we know that we do have some fairly short-term treatments that seem to work for many people. Even if you look at some of Lars Öst’s work, for example, on some of the more specific fears, a session or two may be sufficient to have a positive clinical outcome. So I think in that sense we have pretty good evidence about the methodology of treatment that seems to lead to change for most people. The strength of the manuals is that, theoretically at least, they should contribute to dissemination of treatments. I think there is some question about how well that has happened, but it should happen. Another strength is that these treatments are acceptable to most people, and they make logical sense to people when you explain them. By and large in western society, the rationales are acceptable to people. I think that is a very important aspect of treatment. On the other side of it, if you look at even the best treatment outcome studies, somewhere between ten and thirty percent of the clients don’t make a lot of change. That is a pretty big portion, in some cases. It varies some across disorders
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and treatments. So, I think one of the weaknesses is that we haven’t been able to move as much as would be nice to try to look at the folks who aren’t getting better in the initial intervention and what might be done in those cases. The other weakness, I think, is that very often we have looked at symptom reduction in the outcome measure, and there is a zeitgeist to move beyond that. We often don’t have the huge impact on people’s overall functioning that we like to think we do. Alan Kazdin talks about the social validity of the treatment. I’m always very pleased when a client offers evidence of social validity for their progress. For example, a client came in recently and said, “Well, you know my boss said, ‘Has something changed in your life because you seem like a different person?”’ I see that as very positive feedback. I don’t know what it is that the boss sees. I hope it is generally a positive change. However, we don’t always see the necessary broader changes because we focus on the symptom reduction. Obviously there are a lot of difficulties with assessment of these broader changes. It also has to do with looking at change over time, and there is difficulty with funding to follow up people over more than a few months. Also, research participants disappear and there are other methodological difficulties. But I think there are important things for us to consider that we haven’t really as much as we should. I also used to think in graduate school, when we would conduct these treatments, people would say, “Oh, is my anxiety going to be gone? I have to get back to the way that I used to be before my panic disorder started.” And I’d say, “Oh, yeah, yeah, that will happen.” However, that has not been my experience. People have some residual effects of the anxiety disorder that they would prefer not to have. I haven’t quantified those effects a lot, but not that many people get entirely back to where they were. It is almost as if there is a scarring process that happens. Social phobia is different because their state is probably to be socially phobic. But in something like panic, there are always residual symptoms. michael kozak: In our clinic, we have clients who come from all over the country, even foreign countries, to acclimate. This is because they can’t find therapists who know how to do certain procedures that work. That’s a very serious problem for the patient. So that’s, I think, another weakness in the development of therapies for anxiety. richard mcnally: The comments about compliance or adherence make me wonder whether we might avail ourselves of the social psychology of persuasion to a greater extent than we have. Social psychologists study precisely this sort of thing. We haven’t really tapped into that area of basic science research. debra hope: What about marketing folks in business colleges? I mean they know exactly how to persuade us in very sophisticated ways. richard mcnally: That’s right. tom borkovec: I am really struck by how much usefulness has come out of a simple Pavlovian model, that is, exposure techniques. It’s the number of times that we have to go over a situation again and again until we get it right. It is not only that there are many other basic science areas that we have yet to really consider to help us understand human change process, but also the fact that we may not be pursuing the nature of the most fundamentally effective techniques we have. richard mcnally: Like extinction. tom borkovec: There is research going on in basic levels about that, but not the kind of research that maybe we clinical researchers are actively pursuing. We don’t know what extinction is; it is merely a description of a procedure or a description of the effects of that procedure. Whatever that thing is that has produced so many useful techniques in so many different ways, we need to go deeply into that, deeply into what is known. If this procedure is impactful on large numbers of people, there is a
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mystery to be solved here that potentially could answer a lot of questions about why people aren’t complying, why people are failing to respond, how to better implement the procedure, etc. It would be great if we could more deeply understand the mechanisms in there. richard mcnally: Yes, I would certainly underscore that. My point about Pavlovian conditioning is that the fears may not originate via this pathway. However, the extinction procedures may be deeply relevant. In fact, some of Mark Bouton’s work would be a good example; he has shown that extinction is not erasure. Extinction seems to involve overwriting or suppression of old learning, a fact clearly relevant to clinical issues. In fact, Bouton himself (Bouton, 1988; Bouton & Swartzentruber, 1991) has written on these implications for Clinical Psychology Review and Behaviour Research and Therapy. michelle newman: We only have a little bit of time left before we open the discussion up to the audience, but I wonder whether Tom could speak briefly about what NIMH views as the priorities that should guide federal funding for future research in psychotherapy for anxiety? tom borkovec: When I posed this question to NIMH program people, and to past and current psychotherapy study-section folks, the answer was consistent. There is no question that in every treatment study there are difficult cases that fail to respond and cases of responders who loose their gains at follow-up assessment. It is critical that we learn what it is about such cases that creates this situation. If longer-term therapy is necessary for them, then research proposals that build a compelling theoretical and empirical case for why such long-term therapy and its particular elements should be effective, then such proposals will be funded, with no bias against them merely because they are requiring a greater duration of treatment. Several people pointed to Marsha Linehan’s funded work on dialectic behavior therapy with borderline clients as an example. michelle newman: I think this might be a good time to open the discussion up to the audience and ask the audience whether there is anything they would like to talk to the panel members about. audience: I think that there is a great over-riding practical importance to studies comparing psychotherapy to medication. If we have several clinical trials showing that psychotherapy is in fact superior to medication, I would think that would bring people over to seeing the importance of psychotherapy. I don’t know whether we disagree on whether that is an important outcome or whether we disagree on what impact that would have. tom borkovec: This is the one that pushes me to the wall the most in my own mind as I think about this. Yeah, I see the pull towards the pragmatic implications right now, in the moment. Let’s ignore clinical validity issues for awhile. We haven’t obtained any long-lasting knowledge from such studies. We are not learning anything that will promote our ability to go deeply into the effects of psychotherapy. The other part has to do with how long-term the significance of those findings is? How long did it take David Barlow in this protocol to come to that conclusion, and what has happened during that seven-year investigation? What progress has been made both from clinical experience and from further research on medications and on psychotherapy for panic disorder over that period of time? So at best you get a seven-year old answer to the applied question. It may be of value, but I would like to find some other way to come to applied implications more rapidly. barr taylor: There is another way to do that. If we agreed on the questions and developed standard, relatively simple protocols, we could coordinate clinical trials through
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the Internet. This would require coordination amongst laboratories. If we are in competition and we don’t worry about synthesis and we say, “We’ve got to get this funding and we’ve got to get NIMH to fund another trial like the social phobia trial, or the bulimia trial, or the depression trial, the panic trial,” we actually condemn our field and many of our best researchers into being locked up into incredibly long trials. I don’t think we use the current information technology nearly to it’s potential. audience: Wouldn’t it be possible, in terms of what you were saying about integration, to fold into these outcome studies of cognitive therapy and psychotherapy basic mechanism questions? So that, for example, you can look at selective attention and cognitive errors that are supposed to be important for treatment effectiveness and see whether patients who respond to cognitive therapy are responding essentially to a psychological mechanism? Or look at whether patients in that same trial who respond to some type of integration challenge do better? tom borkovec: I think that has been the view of many NIMH psychotherapy committee members for many years. That’s what worries me about the reorganization at NIMH. For example, we, in our recent intervention proposal, had psychophysiological elements to look at the impact of our treatments (CBT and interpersonal/experiential therapy) on psychophysiological responding. That element was deleted at the program level because that is “mechanism research”; it’s not “intervention research.” According to Barry Lebowitz, intervention research is, “How do you help sick people?,” whereas mechanism research is, “What are the mechanisms of change?” I also asked, “Where will grant proposals on process research go? Will they go to intervention, basic behavioral sciences, or mechanism?” He said, “It would go probably to basic behavioral sciences or mechanisms.” audience: But you can do it so much more cheaply by integrating the research rather than separating it. tom borkovec: Exactly. Exactly. debra hope: Plus you have additional information as you have the all-treatment information as it impacts those basic questions. michael kozak: There are two practical things that work against that. One is that when you add an additional bunch of science to your grant you make it more complex and more vulnerable to criticism. So to be competitive you have to be extremely good at both your outcome evaluation sciences and your basic science. You are held to high standards for both areas. If you put that in, it may enhance the likelihood of funding, but because it increases the potential areas of criticism, it may also invite rejection. The other practical problem is cost. Adding basic science to an outcome project substantially increases the cost of the overall project. It is very expensive to do certain kinds of mechanism science. So if you put in a basic science component in a review arena where people are wanting to fund treatment outcome research, not basic science, the project is, if funded, liable to be stripped of basic science because of cost. audience: So you know how difficult it is to fund mechanism research. I review effectiveness grants. Can you convince me why I, as a grant reviewer, should agree to fund clinically relevant effectiveness studies? barr taylor: It could be done. There are models available. For instance, a number of studies have demonstrated the efficacy of smoking cessation. Then the interventions demonstrated to be effective in small-scale studies have been applied to larger populations with similar results. But these latter effectiveness studies have the advantage of helping to identify populations in special need. For instance, we examined predictors of treatment success for 2000 smokers involved in a large, randomized smoking-
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cessation study. Using statistical techniques based on signal-detection theory and examining variables like medical diagnoses, ethnicity, and behavioral characteristics, we would segment the population based on outcome. We found that young, heavy drinkers did extremely poor—most of the other populations did well. A uniform therapy was applied to a large population, and a population in special need was then identified. More research is then needed on how to help these young, heavy drinkers. Also, the intervention introduced into settings very different from where it was originally developed had the same effect size as was observed during the studies. But look at a therapy more relevant to the topic of this panel. We would all agree that exposure therapy is one of the most effective therapies available. Yet, in clinical practice, very few patients get exposure therapy. This is a question of effectiveness. If we believe in these techniques, shouldn’t we try to figure out how we can get them out to the populations who would benefit from them? And maybe what we study are the clinicians and their process and the process of setting up databases and monitoring systems, and marketing issues that in fact could realize some of the gains. Because twenty to thirty years from now, when Tom figures out how exposure therapy works and has a better way to do it, it would be nice if a structure was in place so that those kind of findings actually go immediately into practice. Whereas they don’t really go anywhere now except to people like us who practice them because we may have control over a particular clinical setting. audience: My question sort of relates to the previous question. If you had the opportunity to educate reviewers on what you think are the key design and methodological features of effectiveness trials, what would you say? barr taylor: Well, I think you have to characterize the population. You have to have methods of finding out what the diagnoses are. I think you have to have ways of ensuring a mechanism of looking at the intervention. We mentioned that we don’t actually have ways to look at process in clinical effectiveness trials. In fact I think you have to find ways to add process or else you really don’t know what is going on. You just have a big black box. I think those are two ideas and they are very difficult problems to achieve in well-done effectiveness trials. I think you have to look at various populations in addition to characterizing clients by diagnosis. Getting back to the question of how my clinical work may have influenced my thinking, I am really thinking about how do we get out and make use of all of this wonderful knowledge? So if we characterize the populations treated by private-practice clinicians, one of the things we may find is that those populations look very much like the one’s we researchers have been studying all along. We will discover, in fact, that in our research we often deal with much more comorbid populations than we thought we had. So that is what it is going to require in terms of methodology. The reason why these effectiveness trials don’t get done is that they are expensive; they require a lot of training, a lot of information, and a lot of data, and probably a fair amount of time. audience: Would you say that random assignment is a critical feature for effectiveness trials? barr taylor: I don’t think so. This is very hotly debated in the effectiveness world, and it depends on how confident you are about the effect size of the interventions you want to examine. If you have a lot of confidence, which we do in a lot of areas of research that we have already done, then random assignment is not a critical feature. I think that is one way to look at the standards. I think it is possible to do controlled trials like in an HMO system. In the ideal evolution, you’d do small-scale efficacy trials first. Next you would do a controlled larger-scale efficacy trial that begins to
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approximate an effectiveness trial. Then you’d move to large-scale effectiveness trials. So for instance, in our work we have moved from small-scale studies with less than one hundred patients to controlled trials of six hundred patients to efficacy studies now involving three to four thousand patients. We basically set up the findings in the system that I had mentioned. It is not that expensive or difficult, but it requires a lot of stuff that most of us, as researchers, don’t like to do. You have to deal with institutions, you have to deal with a lot of clinicians, and you have to deal with a lot of systems. I’ll be very curious to see what and how NIMH funds and thinks about this effectiveness stuff. My guess is that they will so vastly under fund most of the projects that they will turn out to be fairly meaningless. One of the issues that we will have as a group is how the general pot of resources toward research is divided up or allocated. tom borkovec: I think a great deal can be done in the clinical-effectiveness domain. I think we are going to have to learn a lot when we do it. There are many approaches to psychotherapy research that are well developed at this time, in both process research and outcome research. Given the potential for great diversity in therapist and client characteristics in the effectiveness research domain, there are lots of opportunities for very good correlational and process studies to be done. There also is a highly significant role for randomized clinical trials. The one that I have a lot of affection for, given the ethical and clinical sensitivity issues inherent to the practice setting, is an additive design, that is, using treatment as usual plus something versus treatment as usual. So the therapist is held constant with regard to what he or she uses or does with theoretically driven additions to treatment elements. So I think we can do basic science via therapy-outcome design with both process and outcome research in the naturalistic setting. But again we have to stay focused on acquiring knowledge in addition to the pursuit of applied questions in effectiveness research. At the same time our carefully controlled research needs to focus on connections to the basic mechanism stuff with long-lasting value, out of which can come further additive elements for different kinds of populations included in the setting. audience: A follow-up question to Barr. You said that the sequence of research should be doing controlled efficacy research before moving to clinical-effectiveness research. That would be fine if you find differences between groups; however, what if you don’t get differences between groups because of all of the problems of clinical validity that people have commented on in doing efficacy therapy? Is there the danger that you are not going to move on to doing effectiveness research due to issues of clinical validity in your efficacy research? barr taylor: Well, I think that is true. I am optimistic that we have strong efficacy data on a lot of the treatments, but in a model, when one moves to the population, this is why ultimately it has got to be iterative. Once you move into the mixed comorbid anxiety and spectrum disorders and so forth, if we don’t have a strong foundation in carefully controlled trials to understand even how the process is going, we definitely shoot ourselves in the foot when we go into a clinical-effectiveness trial. I would not, as a reviewer, be willing to fund a series of interventions if they were not grounded very strongly in carefully controlled trials. I’d never make that leap and infer that they will be better in the field than they are in practice because that has never been shown to my knowledge. However, we should design carefully controlled clinical trials to make them a little bit closer to the clinical validity and realities of clinical practice. I mean I’ve never actually surveyed how many African Americans are subjects in studies published in Behavior Therapy, and I’m not so sure that being African American is an issue in outcome. But if it is, if you assume that when you do some-
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thing in a restricted population of, say, American Indians that it is going to apply to African Americans or Asians and so forth, these are the kinds of things I think that begin to undermine effectiveness when we move into practice. debra hope: It seems to me that one limitation that we haven’t talked about in all of this is in these treatments we have all these procedures listed in manuals. However, I don’t think we really know very much about what is going on in that treatment that is really linked to the outcome. I think we need a lot more studies looking at things like videotaped ratings and such, looking at what are the effective elements and how much effectiveness is due to the techniques versus the therapist characteristics versus some of the common factors. Until we have sorted that out, I am a little suspicious about how well we can move to the clinical effectiveness work because we don’t know what to transport out there and what to measure to see what we get with the outcome. So that seems to me to be a crucial piece that we haven’t investigated as well as we should, and it is the next logical step for the process, more processoriented research. michelle newman: How might researchers discern consensus, convergence, similarities, and/or complementarities across different theoretical models (in their understanding of the etiology, maintenance, and/or alleviation of anxiety?). richard mcnally: The most important form of consensus concerns the assessment of psychopathology. Having served on the NIMH consensus panel for the assessment of panic disorder [Shear & Maser, 1994], I was very impressed by how people of diverse theoretical organizations could agree on a lingua franca for testing various therapies for panic. If we can reach consensus on what criteria should adjudicate competing claims about therapy efficacy (and I think we can), there is much reason for optimism. Theoretical consensus, as exemplified by the psychotherapy integration movement, is not as crucial as consensus about how to assess psychopathology and how it responds to intervention. tom borkovec: Obvious from my prior comments, I feel strongly that research on psychotherapy needs to have the exclusive goal of acquiring basic knowledge about the nature of the psychological problem and the nature of the mechanisms of change. Scientific research allows only one type of conclusion, and that conclusion has to do solely with the specification of cause-and-effect relationships. Therapy-outcome research, as a subset of experimental science, thus can do no more and no less. We have asked too much of therapy outcome research in our attempt to answer society’s crucial questions about the effectiveness of psychotherapy. These questions (e.g., what therapies are effective, how effective are they, which is the most effective therapy), as asked by society, cannot be answered by current therapy-outcome designs and methods. (The detailed arguments for this outlandish statement can be found in Borkovec & Castonguay, 1998). On the other hand, because we too often have our sights set on answering these applied questions when we design and conduct outcome studies or read them in the research literature, we miss the chance to benefit from what therapy-outcome research can really tell us about the nature of being human and to develop more effective therapies based on that knowledge (i.e., addressing more causes). It is this approach which can ultimately provide the best answers to society’s question. Effectiveness research in the naturalistic setting is critical for evaluating the generality of a therapy’s effects. Controlled efficacy trials are critical for providing highly specific cause-and-effect information. But both need to be conducted with the goal of acquiring basic knowledge because this is indeed the only thing that scientific research can provide. The overall theme that I would recommend is one of integration along several dimensions: basic/applied, process/outcome, and
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